Trianglen Rapport
Annual status updates 2015
District: Kavre
Period covered by this report: (January –December 2015)
VILLAGE
NP 51 –GAIRIGAUN
Was the Triangle procedure
Yes.
followed? Were there any
deviations from the standard
procedure?
How many people were present 23 male(s) / 15 female(s)
at the village meeting?
How many members are in the 4 male(s), 1 female(s)
committee?
1. Chairman Krishna Bahadur Tamang
What are their names and who 2. Member Santa Bahadur Tamang
do they represent?
3. Maya Tamang
4. Purna Bahadur Tamang
5. Lok Bahadur Tamang
What were the issues raised at
the village meeting?
What were the priorities
presented by the committees?

Income generation activities (Construction of pond for Irrigation, goat
raising, vegetable farming), drinking water plan repairing, irrigation
plan, cattle farming training, construction of road, chautari, training
sanitation so on
Total
Score
Priori
Applying
S.N. Name of Project
Gain (out tization institution
of 36)
1.
Toilet Construction
36
1
VDC
Scholarship for poor
2.
36
1
Triangle
student
Water stream
3.
36
1
VDC
conservation
Satkanne water tank
4.
34
2
Triangle
reparing
Forest
5.
Fodder plantation
33
3
office
Social awareness
6.
32
4
Triangle
training
Forest
7.
Plantation
32
4
office
Training on Soap
8.
31
5
Cooperative
making
Road repairing and
9.
31
5
DDC
culvert construction
Vegetable farming
10. training and micro31
5
Triangle
loan support

Education
Office
What did the villagers decide to The villagers decided to spend the granted Nrs.86,000 by investing
spend the funds on?
Rs.15,000.00 in repairing of drinking water tank , Vegetable farming
microloan Rs. 25,000/-, goat raising microloan, Rs. 35,000.00,
Rs.11,000.00 in scholarship for poor students Triangle support
money.
Has the committee received the Yes.
funds yet?
Activity plan: When are the
v Nrs.15,000.00 is spent to repair the drinking water repairing in
activities going to be
Masyar .
implemented?
v Nrs.35,000.00 is distributed for 7 person as microloan for goat
raising (revolving fund)
v Nrs. 25,000.00 is distributed as microloan for vegetable farming.
v Nrs.11,000.00 is distributed as scholarship for poor students.
Scholarship is continuous for previous students. 7 boys and 8 girls
Who is responsible for the
The committee, the facilitators and villagers.
implementation?
How were the beneficiaries
The village committee organized the meeting and made the decisions
selected?
to distribute the money. Generally the meeting classified the people in
four groups (Class A, Class B, Class C and Class D). They made some
determinants to classify the people (land, yearly income, professions,
literacy). They included the people in Class A who have more land ,
high income profession, and can save money from their yearly income.
They include the people who can proceed their life only for nine
month from their yearly income in class B, they include the people
who can proceed their life only for six month from their yearly income
in class C and they include the people who can proceed their life only
for three month from their yearly income in class D. They selected 10
people from class D and decided to give microloan for vegetable
farming and distribute the scholarships.
Did the villagers have any
They would like to thank the Triangle organization for its support, and
comments/questions for the
they wish continuous help of the organization. And if they got the big
Triangle?
amount of money fond they would like to use the fund for
constructions of school buildings. Good rest places (Chautari), good
roads etc.
On-going activities – Status Update
Name of
Last visit: Progress in the reporting
Changes/delays/comments
village/clus
period
ter
Gairigaun- January
1. Settlement level planning was • All the activities were delayed because of
NP 51
2015
completed.
Earth Quake Destruction 2015.
2. All Income generation
activities (Vegetables farming,
and goat rising), drinking water
11.

Informal education

31

5

GairigaunNP51

December
2015

plan repairing are completed.
All planned activities were
completed

Reporting of 2014
1. Scholarships granted.
2. Implementation of microloans

Some Pictures form NP51

New built water tank in satkanne.

• All the student who have got the
scholarship are happy and they all passed
the previous class
• All the farmers who got the micro loans
for vegetable farming and goat raising are
so happy and they refunded the money.

• All the student who have got the scholarship
are happy and they all passed the previous class
• All the farmers who got the micro loans for
vegetable farming and goat raising are so
happy and they refunded the money.

